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ABSTRACT 

We describe the operation of the neutral beam 
injection system or the PLT tokamak. Improvements, 
retrofits, and conditioning have changed the injection 
system from an experiment in itself to a fairly 
reliable and useful plasma heating tool. We will 
present a brief overview of our physics achievements 
and then describe the system as it exists now. This 
will include injector performance, conditioning needs, 
maintenance needs, reliability, and daily operating 
sequences. We will also include hardware modifications 
and additions, electrical and mechanical, and point 
out remaining problem areas. 
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I. Overview 

The injection of fast neutral beams has been used as a 
plasma heating tool on the PLT tokamak for approximately two 
years. The first injector was installed in the summer of 1977 
and the fourth in the spring of 1978. The heating experiments 
have yielded favorable results, with a maximum D° beam power 
injected so far of 2.6 MW, driving the central ion temperature 

13 -3 to 6.5 keV, at a mean plasma density of 2.5-10 cm . The 
four beams are geometrically arranged for pure tangential 
injection, two being injected parallel to the plasma current 
and two antiparallel, as is shown in Fig. 1. 

II. System Description 

Both the mechanical and electrical systems have been 
described conceptually and in initial test by the respective 
developers. Our present intent is to describe how these systems 
have behaved under "daily" use as heating tools on the PLT 
tokamak, 

The initial goal of the PLT neutral beam heating project 
was a total power of 4 MW H into the torus. During the injection 
line design phase this was reduced to 3 MW due to a reduction in 
torus acceptance angle when the ion-source to torus distance 
was increased by approximately 75 cm. This increased separation 
was deemed necessary in order to reduce the poloidal magnetic 
field effects on the source and to allow the unneutralized beam 
fraction to be removed into a well-defined ion dump by a 
separate bending magnet rather than the PLT magnetic fields. 
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Power levels achieved so far are therefore compared to the 
design specification of 3 MW H . 

III. Mechanical System 

2 The neutral beam injectors were developed and fabricated 
by the Fusion Energy Division of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
The injection line is shown schematically in Fig. 2. 

The ion source utilizes the modified duoPIGatron plasma 
generator. This plasma generator has performed adequately under 
daily use on the tokamak. While the high atomic ion yield, 
35% H , has been verified and is beneficial for enhanced beam 
penetration, the injector has not yet met its design specifications 
of 0.75 MW H° into PLT. Careful inspection of plasma generator 
and accelerating grid structures on several sources has failed 
to reveal any observable mechanical deficiencies which might 
have prevented achievement of this power. Since the ion beam 
divergence of a three-grid accelerating structure is quite 
sensitive to the source plasma density, we cannot, within the 
presently available measurements, rule out either a spatial or 
temporal density variation, 3n/3r or 8n/3t, of sufficient 
magnitude to contribute to our loss oi power. The useful life 
of the oxide-coated filaments has averaged one to three months, 
depending on the frequency and severity of arc faults. Copper 
evaporated and sputtered by these arc faults has predominantly 
covered the anode insulators and surface, enhancing arc faulting 
and necessitating thorough surface cleaning at three to six 
month intervals. Crowbarring the arc supply in case of fault 
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has proved highly beneficial in reducing the fault damage, 
especially during the arc conditioning process. 

The ion accelerating structure has performed well in the 
sense that all sources eventually reached or exceeded the 
40 kV/44 A design goal for the latest tapered apertures with 
deuterium beam extraction. Neutral beam power transmission, as 
measured by the torus calorimeter and normalized to include the 
species-weighted neutralization efficiency, falls between 50 
and 6 0 percent for both hydrogen and deuterium, varying with each 
source, the patience of its operator, and the phases of the moon. 
This transmission level is the same as that achieved on the 
development test stand but precludes achievement of the 0.75 MW 
H° per injector initial goal. Once the source has been properly 
conditioned and the drift duct cleaned up by repeated injection 
into the torus, we observe no systematic change in power trans
mission with increasing beam energy, i.e., I-V*t, up to the 
4 3 kV/45 A/0.150 sec D° range typically injected. 

Potential blockage of the small diameter cooling water 
channels in the accelerating grids has been a chronic worry. 
The initial symptoms would be a decrease in power transmission 
with increasing beam energy, I-V-t, as the grids warp due to 
thermal expansion. This effect would be difficult to distin
guish from reionization losses, for example. We have added a 
special filter to the grid water lines and have also developed 
a diagnostic for detecting blocked water channels. A pulse of 
hot water is sent through a cool grid and the resulting thermal 
image is recorded by an infra-red television camera. Such a 
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picture of an early grid, in which some blockage was found 
(dark area), is shown in Fig. 3. 

The average neutral beam transmission of 55 percent suggests 
that the gross divergence of the beam, as determined by the full-
width-half -maximum power points, is approximately equal to the 
geometrical acceptance of the PLT torus aperture, +1.7% averaged 
over the horizontal and vertical directions for a point on axis. 
This gross divergence is up to three times more than the single 
aperture divergence measured for that tapered aperture shape. 
Again, within our present measurements we cannot yet distinguish 
which possible mechanism is responsible for our power loss. 
The divergence of each aperture of a multiaperture accelerator 
may be worse, there may be a uniform or nonuniform axisymmetric 
worsening of aperture divergence with distance from axis, or 
even a beam-neutralizer plasma interaction. As mentioned above, 
plasma generator density nonuniformities may also contribute. 
Clearly, careful measurements with better beam diagnostics are 
indicated. 

The beam line components downstret .1 from the ion source 
have in general behaved in an adequate fashion. The O-ring 
sliding seal in the source steering mechanism has been a chronic 
source of vacuum leaks and will be replaced by a bellows design. 

5 Swirl tube ion dumps and beam line calorimeters have suffered 
from beams reaching the water headers and swirl tube braze 
joints, resulting in water leaks into the beam line vacuum. 
The swirl tubes themselves have given no trouble. The stainless 
steel drift duct walls have poor thermal behavior under spray 
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beam impingement, resulting in excessive heating with the 
attendant gas release and vacuum leaks due to seal warping. 

The cyrocondensing pumps exhibit an effective pumping speed 
of 280,000 H/s for H. as measured in the beam line. LHe con
sumption with hydrogen beams is 5 £/h, in large part due to the 
thermal conductivity of the gas at its 4K vapor pressure (tank 
pressure 8-10~ Torr, corrected). With deuterium beams, where 

the D- vapor pressure is small compared to residual leaks and 
—8 outgassing, the base pressure of typically 5-10 Torr contributes 

little to the radiation limit of 3 l/h. Refilling is done on a 
batch transfer basis from a 4000 K. dewar, with a transfer 
efficiency of 50 percent. We have experienced two weld cracks 
due to thermal cyling so far, which does not appear to be too 
unreasonable. 

Initial neutral beam reionization in the drift duct appears 
to have been reduced to less than 10 percent resultant beam loss 
with all PLT magnetic fields on. This reduction is probably 
brought about by the following mechanisms: cleanup of the duct 
stainless steel burface and volume through repeated beam heating, 
coating of the drift duct walls with sputtered copper, or a 
reduction in spray beam through the better ion optics of the 
new tapered apertures. 

IV. Electrical System 

The electrical system has been included in block diagram 

form in Fig. 2. 
•7 

The "accelerating" high voltage c i rcui t i s shown schematically 
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in Fig. 4. The circuit is unique in that no primary AC voltage 
regulation is used; output high voltage regulation is accomplished 
by a phase-controlled ignitron rectifier bridge. Fine voltage 
regulation as well as fast turn-off in case of a source fault 
are both accomplished by the usual hard-tube modulator. The 
practical advantage of this approach is that by proper timing 
of the rectifier phase control, a flat-topped DC voltage is 
applied to the modulator tube, avoiding the turn-on and turn-off 
transients resulting from transformer impedance and line inter
action with the tokamak power supplies. Initial crowbar mutual 
interaction between injectors has largely been eliminated, but 
the modulator low-level circuitry is not yet entirely trouble 
free. 

Stored energy available in case of a source grid fault is 
about 20 joules as determined by a measurement of capacitance to 
ground of the source, source table, and cabling. This fault 
energy level does no observeable damage to the grid surface in 
terms of voltage holding ability. We have observed at least one 
grid fault at the beginning of a 0.2 sec pulse in which the 
modulator did not interrupt the current flow, the crowbar did 
not fire, and the rectifier remained on (due to fault detector 
component failure). The modulator current limit of about 100 A. 
suggests that 200 joules were dissipated in the fault, but no 
grid damage was observed. This observation should be treated 
with great care in attempting to determine upper limits for 
fault energy protection systems, however, since we have not 
investigated the mechanisms involved in such fault damage. 
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The "decel" voltage supply is a straightforward commercial 
unit, with a fixed output transformer-rectifier and a tetrode 
modulator for all voltage regulation, current limiting, and 
pulse timing. 

The plasma generator arc supply consists of a twelve-pulse 
transformer-rectifier with motor-driven autotransformer primary 
voltage variation and L-C-L output filtering. The rectifier is 
composed of SCR's which are gated on and off to provide the 
output arc pulse. An arc fault causes the rectifiers to be 
turned off, and we have also added an output SCR crowbar which 
reduces plasma generator electrode damage from energy stored in 
the filter. Arc current stabilization is purely resistive. 

The plasma generator filament and magnet supplies are 
simple transformer-rectifier supplies with motor-driven 
autotransformer primary voltage variation. 

V. Instrumentation and Controls 

Communication to and from the plasma generator and its 
supplies floating at the accel potential is via optically linked 

p telemetry. Analog signals are sampled by a 120 kHz bandwidth 
voltage-to-frequency converter. The resulting pulse train 
drives a light-emitting diode, whose output is transmitted via 
a light pipe to a photo-diode and then reconverted. Digital 
signals bypass the conversion but are transmitted identically. 
This system has performed well in the sense of adequate bandwidth 
and general reliability, but high voltage faults at higher power 
levels still occasionally damage the low-level integrated circuits 
in those sensing amplifiers which float at high voltage. 
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Beam power is determined calorimetrically. Calorimeter 
water flow, as measured by the output frequency of a turbine 
flowmeter, is multiplied by the integral of the water temperature 
pulse, performed by counting the output of a voltage-to-frequency 
converter. The resulting total energy is then displayed in the 

Q 

control room. This system has behaved well in general, 
exceptions being the frequent need for manual zero-setting 
resulting from water pressure and temperature fluctuations and 
a sensitivity to turbine signal jitter. 

Plasma generator and ion accelerator waveforms as well as 
power deposition are now routinely sampled by an automated data 
acquisition system based on a CAMAC interface to a PDP 11/34 
processor. Waveforms and samples are collected for each injector 
and then archived with the corresponding PLT shot. Initial 
automated source conditioning experiments have been carried out, 
but work on active participation by the computer must still be 
extended. 
VI. Summary 

If we view the PLT neutral beam injectors abstractly as 
plasma heating tools and inquire how well the tools have 
functioned, then the achieved 6.5 keV plasma temperature 
suggests: quite well. If, on the other hand, we compare power 
actually delivered to the plasma so far, 2.6 MW of deuterium, 
with that expected on the basis of extracted power and initial 
system specification, 3 MW of hydrogen, then we must continue 
to improve the tools. So far, we have not been able to predict 
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beam power into the torus by simply multiplying the best results 
achieved on the test stand by the total number of injectors. 
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Fig. 1. PLT schematic indicating 
direction of plasma current and posi
tion of neutral beam injectors. 

(PPPL-783851) 
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Fig. 2. PLT neutral beam injector operational system. (PPPL-806474) 
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Fig. 4. Accelerating high voltage supply. 


